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Metal profiles for the
new head office of
IronMaxx® Nutrition
The new head office of the well-known sports
nutrition manufacturer IronMaxx® Nutrition
GmbH was erected in the industrial park
Hürth-Kalscheuren (Rhein-Erft-Kreis). It
includes a 5,000 m² administrative and
logistics center. The outside envelope and the
inside walls of the building complex consist
of surface refined metal profiles.
IronMaxx® Nutrition is as young and innovative
as its products. The assortment includes more
than 150 different energy bars, powders and
drinks for the muscle growth as well as the fat
reduction of ambitious athletes. In 2011, the
company received the speedwell (award) of
the state of North Rhine-Westphalia for
outstanding food quality. The demand for
performance enhancing nutritional
supplements increases steadily.
Therefore, the business management around
Patrick Kruczkowski decided to further expand
IronMaxx® Nutrition GmbH and to optimize the
distribution structures. For this purpose, the
company relocated from Cologne to Hürth and
built a state of the art administrative and
logistics center in the industrial park Kalscheuren - a successful and intentional investment
for the region. „I grew up in Rhineland and I am
very connected to the region,“ says the entrepreneur. „We want to continue to expand and
sometime in the future we may be the market
leader in Germany,“ Patrick Kruczkowski
formulates his ambitious objective.

The design for the new IronMaxx® Nutrition
head office was provided by Zimmermann
Architekten, located in Bensheim, Hesse. Its
company profile states that they are
committed to meet the cost and schedule
targets while maintaining the architectural
quality - and this was proven for the head office
in Hürth. Within the industrial park, the metal
facade with a matt finish immediately sticks
out visually. Dipl.-Ing./Architekt Frank
Hoffmann, project manager of Zimmermann
Architekten, believes that this is a.o. based on
the design idea: „Halls that we design
differentiate themselves significantly from
others. We place the structure on the outside
and route anchorings across the roof and the
facade. Therefore, the girders in the ceiling are
very slim and at the inside, the hall is free of
supports up to the facade.“ This in turn
provides a lot of room as requested by the
builder. The architect continues: „By placing the
steel structure on the outside we can create a
filigree and aesthetic general view in the hall.“
For this purpose, the architects needed
appropriate high quality materials that are at
the same time economical. Jointly with the
builder and the executing company, they
agreed on facade elements and trapeze
profiles offered by Fischer Profil GmbH in
Netphen-Deuz, which enabled them to
implement their design skillfully.

Fischer Profil GmbH in Netphen-Deuz has more
than 60 years of experience in the production
of construction elements for the light weight
metal construction. Without doubt, today they
are one of the market leaders in this segment.
As the first company in this segment, they
implemented a certified quality management
system in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001.
Fischer‘s roof and wall profiles are a favorite for
commerce and industry buildings in all of
Europe. Since he was convinced of the
advantages of the Fischer Profil product
portfolio, the builder - in cooperation with the
profile manufacturer - decided to use 1,850 m²
FischerTRAPEZ 100/275 for the roof structure
and app. 1.250 m² FischerTHERM plus ML 100
for the facade of the new head office of
IronMaxx® Nutrition.
Sustainability and energy efficiency were the
central specifications of the builder. The
outstanding insulating properties of the
sandwich elements of FischerTHERM in
combination with the basically airtight joints
are a guarantor for the practical fulfillment of
the specifications of the energy saving
directive (EnEV). This item was important
enough to the builder to reserve the option at
the start of the planning to perform a blower
door test after completion to identify weak
points of air leakage immediately. „This was a
challenge for us,“ explained Christian
Günnewig, general manager of Stahlbau Petry
GmbH, located in Alterkülz,

Rhineland-Palatinate, „because detailed
adherence to all criteria of an airtight
implementation including the connection and
joint details is required. No interior air should
leak, no condensation water should develop at
possible joints or openings. The tightness of
the longitudinal joint for the sandwich
elements of FischerTHERM is guaranteed by
the special design of the DUO seal. This meant
for us as the installer and implementation
planer to install the facade elements
painstakingly exact and to seal all connections
to ensure that the building envelop becomes
‚airtight‘ and that no heat is lost.“ For this
purpose, Fischer Profil provides comprehensive
accessories material such as connection
elements and sealing tapes.
The insulation and heat behavior of the
sandwich elements is supported by the
thermal separation of the two cover layers
made of galvanized and hand coated steel
sheets. A core of polyurethane rigid foam free
of FCKW and HFCKW is placed between the
two layers. It provides a sheer connection to
the external leaf. The insulation properties of
the elements become therefore fully effective
and thermal bridges are prevented.
Christian Günnewig also confirmed that the
light weight sandwich elements by
FischerTHERM can be easily and speedily
installed.
„The initial material is only 0.63 mm thin with
very tight production tolerances and this
permits us to achieve a very smooth and
homogeneous surface.
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During the implementation and the gluing of
the plastic sheets it was very important to
ensure thorough seam and alignment
connections. The roof specialist used screws for
automatic setting devices for the wind suction
protection. These were fastened through the
insulation in the FischerTRAPEZ profiles.

The fastening is covered throughout. „The
coloring is especially impressive: The hue RAL
9007 was selected for the exterior facade
elements to differentiate the logistics and the
administrative wings visually from each other.
The inside of the sandwich elements was
implemented in RAL 9006, matching the shelf
systems and the finishings, which means that
the aesthetics are guaranteed at the inside as
well as the outside.
FischerTRAPEZ profiles were used as the
supporting deck for the flat roof structure.
Christian Günnewig: „The roof installation was
speedy and straightforward because it was

possible to easily install the industrially
prefabricated, light weight trapeze profiles
and to screw-connect them to the substructure. They are accurately cut to the
required lengths and therefore it was possible
for us to handle them easily.“ The warm roof
with a roof pitch of 1.43° and inside drain was
designed as a roof with principals. A vapor
barrier was placed on the trapeze profiles and
high insulating EPS insulation plates with a
thickness of 160 mm were placed on top.
Their advantage: They are UV and moisture
proof and provide a low heat conductivity.
Finally, a PVC seal was chosen to achieve an
airtight roof surface.

After a construction time of only seven months,
from the first groundbreaking in March to the
handover of the building in October 2014, the
extensive building was ready to accept the 60
employees of IronMaxx® Nutrition GmbH. The
product variety of Fischer Profil GmbH in
Netphen-Deuz makes it possible for builders,
architects and planners as a team to
implement very different construction projects
on schedule and with a high quality. For this
purpose, Fischer Profil GmbH specialists
develop „customized“ system solutions for roof
and facade, which are economical, ecological
and aesthetic and they integrate well into the
surrounding landscape. The company is
customer oriented, reliable and competent and
provides durable and energy efficient product
portfolios, which also satisfy the architectural
requirements.
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